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(R6) 15:30 BANGOR-ON-DEE, 2m 145y 

Swan, Tarporley Juvenile Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) (3YO only)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 DYNALI 
b g Dansili - Lunar Phase

3 10 - 12 W T Kennedy
Ian Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow and light blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue stars, yellow cap, light
blue star
Timeform says: Fair winner on Flat in France for Francois Rohaut. Sold for €17,000 in July.
Joined a good yard and respected on hurdle bow, particularly if market vibes strong.
(Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

2 0 MARTELLO BOY (IRE) 99 
b g Milan - Johnsalice

3 10 - 12 D E Mullins
Ms M Mullins

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, emerald green seams, dark blue cap, emerald green diamond
Timeform says: 12/1, always in rear on debut in Roscommon maiden hurdle in August.
Clearly needs to leave that well behind.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

3 NAVAJO PASS 
b g Nathaniel - Navajo Charm

3 10 - 12 B S Hughes
D McCain Jnr

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Pretty useful on Flat, winning soft-ground 1¾m Carlisle handicap in August.
Rates a good prospect for juvenile hurdles and he's likely to take a bit of stopping. 
(Forecast 1.80)

Notes: 

4 POLITICISE (IRE) 
b g Camelot - Politesse

3 10 - 12p Adrian Heskin
A McGuinness

-

Jockey Colours: Black, red chevron, red cap, black stars
Timeform says: Fairly useful soft-ground Flat winner for William Haggas and not disgraced
in 3 starts in that sphere for current yard. Should be up to making presence felt in race like
this.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: A small field but it's still quite an interesting race. NAVAJO PASS strikes as a
very interesting recruit to hurdles having quickly reached a pretty useful level on the Flat. He gets the
nod but Politicise and Dynali are others whose Flat records suggest they should have a decent future
in this sphere and are likely to ensure Donald McCain's charge doesn't get things all his own way.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: NAVAJO PASS (3) 
2: POLITICISE (4) 
3: DYNALI (1)


